
Claims Defensibility,  
the Good, the Bad and the Ugly  

Illustrated scenario: Insured driver hits the rear of a third party vehicle

0 days 5 days 10 days 15 days 20 days

Insurer contacts the TP and 
offers support services including 
replacement vehicle if appropriate

Credit hire costs avoided due to 
replacement vehicle, insurer also 
controls the cost of repair

Decision to pursue personal injury 
(PI) avoided due to swift resolution 
of repair and replacement vehicle

Total claim cost £2,850 + VAT
Best possible outcome
Duration 10 working days 

Accident reported on the same day, 
Accident Report Form (ARF) issued 
to Third Party (TP) at scene 

The ugly:

TP obtains representation via 
insurance broker and Credit Hire 
Organisation (CHO) provides advice

Third party proves innocence, credit 
hire and repair procedes. Charges 
are deemed excessive

No opportunity to resist charges as 
ARF was not exchanged

TP broker recommends solicitor, 
TP procedes with PI claim. Claim 
opportunity maximised by solicitor

-  Repair £3,250 + VAT
-  Replacement vehicle  
 23 days at £5,336 + VAT
-  PI claim £2,850 + VAT
-  Legal costs £2,250 + VAT

Replacement vehicle claim not 
successfully defended due to ARF 
exchange not taking place 

Total claim cost £15,686 + VAT
480% increase on Scenario 1
Duration 18 working days 

Accident not reported for 15 days, 
ARF not completed and issued.  
TP receives no communication

CHO acts quickly and provides 
advice of claim to insurer on day 2

The bad:

TP obtains representation via 
insurance broker and Credit Hire 
Organisation (CHO) provides advice

Third party proves innocence, credit 
hire and repair procedes. Charges 
are deemed excessive

Opportunity to resist charges as 
ARF was exchanged

TP broker recommends solicitor, 
TP procedes with PI claim. Claim 
opportunity maximised by solicitor

-  Repair £3,250 + VAT
-  Replacement vehicle  
 23 days at £5,336 + VAT
-  PI claim £2,850 + VAT
-  Legal costs £2,250 + VAT

Replacement vehicle claim 
successfully defended due to  
ARF exchange 

Total claim cost £8,350 + VAT
300% increase on Scenario 1
Duration 18 working days 

Accident not reported for 15 days 

ARF completed and issued to TP  
at scene 

The figures used in this document are for illustration purposes only, all claims registered are unique and are dealt with accordingly.
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The good:


